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1 
This invention relates to a cast for application 

and to means for applying 
such a cast. ' 

' Casts, as usually applied to parts of the human 
body are of one piece construction molded from 
plaster of Paris or like material. These casts ‘are 
wet when applied, must dry out on the body of 
the patient, are heavyand cumbersome to wear 

‘ and can not be taken off to permit inspection and 
treatment of a portion of a patient except by 
cutting them off and thus destroying the cast. 
Also these one piece casts are liable to have pres 
sure spots therein which are painful to the pa 
tient and which can not be relieved without de 
stroying the cast. - 

It is an object of this invention to construct a 
cast of two or more sections or pieces so that, 
after this cast has beenv applied to an injured 
portion of a patient, a part of the cast may be 
removed while the injured portion of ‘the patient 
is adequately and safely supported in another 
part of the cast. This makes it possible to in 
spect and treat an injured portion of a patient 
and to make mechanical changes in a cast with 
out destroying the cast. 

Another‘ object of this invention is to provide 
a simple and eflicient means for quickly, easily 
and inexpensively molding or constructing a mul 
tiple piece cast on an injured portion of a patient. 
Another object is to provide a multiple part 

‘cast vthat may be quickly and easily applied to 
a portion of the human body and to provide a 
cast that is lighter and stronger than the usual 
plaster cast and one that does not have to be 
cut o? of the body. ‘ 
Another object is to provide a multiple part 

cast that can be molded on a portion of the body 
in such a manner as to reduce to a minimum the . 
danger of internal pressure spots in the cast and 
to further provide a 'cast from which any internal 
pressure spots that ‘are left in molding can be 
removedv or relieved by mechanical processes at 
any time after the cast has been completed. ‘ 
Another object is to provide a. cast that can be 

,quickly and easily opened up toprovide access 
to an injured portion of the body for they purpose 

' of inspection, taking of X-ray pictureSQappIica 
tion of dressings, or other treatments such as 
light treatments or massage. , 

Another object is to provide means for apply 
ing a cast to‘ an’ injured portion of the body of a 
patient with a minimum amount of movement of 
the injured portion and in such a manner that 
the injured portion will remain visible during 
“the application of the ?rst half of the cast there 
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by making it easier to maintain the correct po 
sitioning andalignment ofthe injured body‘ por 
tion than it would be if a cast were being wrapped 
or molded entirely around the injured portion in 
one operation. I ‘ ' 

Another object is to provide a» multiple part 
cast in which internal‘ padding can be renewed 
and lining material placed in the cast when de 
sired, thus ‘making it possible to internally pad 
the cast or to apply lining ‘material to compen 
sate for a reduction in size of an injured body 
member to whichthe cast is applied such as may 
occur when the swelling of an injured body 
member decreases. ‘ ' ' Y 

Another object is to' provide a cast formed of 
parts which can be removed from the patient as 
soon ‘as they have hardened or set for the pur 
pose of completing the drying out of said parts, 
thus relieving the patient of wearing the, cast 
while it is drying, shortening the timerequired 
for drying out the cast, and facilitating the tak 
ing oiX-ray pictures which are di?cult to take 

through a wet cast. ' _ Another object is to provide a cast which can 

be removed ‘and have holes drilled vtherein to 
lighten the weight of ‘the cast and to provide [for 
air circulation or ventilation andfor' the evapo 

, ration of body moisture. 

30 

Other objects of the invention will be apparent 
from the following description taken in connec 
tion with the accompanying drawings. _ 
In the drawings, Figure l is a plan view of, a 

_' piece of cast‘for'ming material suitably shaped 
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for formingv a leg cast in accordance with this 
invention. Fig. 2 is a cross sectional view. of said 
cast forming material taken on broken line 2-2 
of Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a plan view of another piece 
of cast forming material, suitably shaped ‘for 
forming an arm cast'in accordance with this 
invention.“ Fig, 4 is a fragmentary view partly in 

, section and partly in plan illustrating means that 
may be used for permanently joining two cast 
,members together. . Fig. 5 is a plan View of one 

_ section of a ?exible or conformable mold mem 
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ber constructed in accordance with this inven 
tion. Fig. 6is an elevation of said mold member 
looking inv the direction indicated by the arrows 
of‘broken line 6--6 of Fig. 5. Fig. 7 is a sec 
tional view takenon broken lines 1—.-‘| of Figs. 5 
and 6. Fig. 8 is an elevation of a spring clip or 
fastener used in connection with this invention. 
Fig. 9 is a detached view showing a fragment of 
a ?exible strap member that is used for binding 
together vtwo or more parts of my cast. Fig. 10 
‘is ‘a'detached view or a clip used in securing to 
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gather two overlapped portions of a strap of the 
type shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 11 is a View in cross 
section illustrating the manner of using my cast 
forming apparatus in applying the lower half of 
a cast to a part of the body. Fig. 12 is a view 
in cross section showing the lower and upper 
halves of a ?nished cast secured together by a 
strap member of the form shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 
13 is a view in cross section of a cast made in 
accordancetwith‘ myiinvention“ aridiin 'whfch'fthe 
adjoining~édges~ of the twu‘cast ‘members are 
overlapped. Fig. 14 is a fragmentary view in 
cross section showing how a raised or recessed 
portion may be formed in a part ofimy‘castnr'l'e‘ig. 
15 is an- elevation of a footplate constructed in 
accordance with this invention??iiiglil?a‘lis a- sec 
tional view of said footplate-taken onybrokenl line 
lG-IB of Fig. 15. 
Like reference numerals designate like-"ip'arts 

throughout the several‘ views. 
a Figs. 1, 2,»: and.‘ 3~show~two1differentrplecesrof 

’ roast-forming (material that. may be :usedinoarry 
a ing ioutwmy: invention. a eThese : two-1 pieces- I are 

.~-nierely_ illustrativeland it- is .to :be-understood that 
cast forming pieces of many di?erentshapesand 

tsizes maybe provided-and thatthese. cast dorm 
: Zing .pieces may bev of wariousw diiferent materials. 

h ‘line-cast formingpiecesishownlin Figs.v 1,12 and 3 
sprefer/ably: consistl.otl-lfabric-d?s such. as; cheese 
~cloth;.containing»or carrying-adryr?nely (divided 
wmater-iab 2.1,»such <as-y plaster-“of~Paris,~that ‘is 
scapableu of shardeninge and “setting: aiterrrliquid, 
asuchas-waterphas .been-v added oruapplied thereto. 
"The piece of cast forming materialshown un. Fig. 
‘..;1 is wellqadapted-foryuse imforming-the-lowenhalf .1 
yof-yaslegscast. .lllhis piece comprises aifoot portion 
.22,‘ amanklezportion-23',» a loweraleg. or calf- ‘por 
-_»tion “pa =kneerportion~ 25~\:and.- arr upper :leg. por 
time. 28. -..0bv~iously the rfootvportionmnr. can'be 
omittedtotprouide. a. castiorming» piece forsuse 

‘.inlinstan-ceswhere ‘the. cast-is not ‘to extend over 
.lthe vfoot. Hsimilarlyl'thenupperaleg porltiond'l?and 
' knee portion 26 may be omittedtaprovide aqcast 
forming. piece forruse. where the. cast. is tower 

, .‘min‘atebelow'the knee. 
~. The“ piece ofpcast. forming m'aterialtdbemsed 

' in‘ forming'theltop. half-Jot. a .leg-.cast£and. to be 
paired with’ ‘the~ piece shown LinlFig. ltwill :have 

. a . general l con?guration; "sirriilarl to'=the.. piece of 
“Eig’IIl'but may. bei'sl-ightly .variedin-shapeto con 
form to the top of the .legand .foot. 

. -_ .The=piece_of cast formingmmateriallshown in 

T'Fig. - 3 comprises .a. hand portion; 21, .a lower. arm 
.kportion'28, a bent elbow ‘portion 29 andamupper 
1 'arm‘po'rtioh“ 30.1“. The piecelof cast 'formingmate 
.‘ i-i‘al'that~ mates .withjtherpiece. ‘showniin; Big; 3 
may'be of substantiallylthe= sameaéshape. -.-"The 

. piece.of.~castl'forming.. material shown in. Fig... 3 
".isvforxuse‘where an army istobe bent. at the elbow 
"and placed-in the cast. QObviou'sly. straight rather: 
i‘th'an angular pieces-of cast'iorming materialwill 
Tibe. proirided' for use where arms, ».in aQstr‘aight 
L'po'sitiomiare to‘be' placed in casts. 
“"Devices' used‘to facilitate the application‘of my 

'castlarelsh‘own in’ Eigsl 1:0..11. and 15. "These 
"devices - comprise .1 conformable. .means ‘ior sup 
l'po'rting the lower half. of'the cast forming mate 
”lri'a'f'while ‘said castt'for'ming ‘material is being 
~fitted to a portion of .the- body, suchasa .legor 
arm; and is hardening .or-setting. .I'I‘he conform 

Jcomprises-a‘thinlplate 3| of conformablemater-ial, 
'fsiich. as‘ lead, that?is capable of being'bentdnto 
X'di?er-ent; shapes and-that willltend to remainin 
f any-positionintciwhich itz-is' bent..»..The=plate 3| 1.1m- These-tabs r?e-are@spacedsapart. fan: enough-so 

.50? -portion ' of : each‘ plate’ 3 I. 

4 
has angle brackets 32 of inverted T shape secured 
to one side thereof at frequent intervals. The 
brackets 32 have base ?anges 38 and 39 that are 
preferably beveled as shown and are slightly 

I; spaced apart so that they will not interfere with 
each other when the plate 3! is bent to the maxi 
mum curvature required. 
The angle brackets 32 are preferably made of 

magnetic material such as iron and one prac 
Wlltic‘al' Waymfrhdlcling the'conform'a'ble side mem 
""b'er‘s again'staccidental movement is to place the 
base portions of these brackets 32 on a metal table 

"r'ithat is magnetized and that will magnetically 
: hold the brackets 32 with enough force to prevent 

it them from being moved inadvertently. 
l'-3®bviously*meehanical means can be provided 

-for.securinglthese.conformable side members in 
any desired position. 
"f'Ilwo'iof the conformable side members consti 

20 tute a pair, to be applied as shown in Fig. 11. 
wThe-Aplate-M in? each‘: conformableside member 
-~.rtapers1t0 conform tolthe taper. of.=the~part:'o'f [the 
body to which the side member is to’ be applied. 

.- ~'llhis<r_taper~can be approximately as shown‘ in‘ Fig. 
25-: 6.-for>a-'- device-thaws ‘to be~used in ' applying» ‘av-leg 

cast.‘ _~ Preferably the lengths ‘of ‘the-base ?anges 
~38rcf¢|therangle1> braeketsv32- are-varied ito‘prov-ide 
».a~-sim-ilar-rtaper. -'Als0 preferably the-‘two ‘con 
'» .formablaside: :members<~ of~~each~ pair ~ are‘ made 

:aogrighti andseftl andvthe brackets 32 ‘areisecuredsto 
~tthe outersidesmfsthe platesl3tso as to leave'the 
inner-sides‘ of‘: thepla-tes v~31: smooth and? unob 

_. structed. rThese conformable;’side’:members are 
J01’ similar-rconstruetion whether they areint'ended 
for use on the leg, arm or bodyand ‘function in a 

=~ similar-wmanner'ebut?obviouslyrxare .of~ di?erent 
-1 shapes andvsizes, .dependingwon what-part of- the 
wbody Ethey aref-to'be applied to. :‘Also these con 
‘ rformablesidemembers are made-in different sizes 

aim {or :use on'ipersons of." di?‘erentrsizei such as large 
and’small persons. and: adults and children. 

AA‘- rubber~~sheet-r33. Figs 11, is ‘provided for .‘use 
* (with: each. pair. I of conformable“ vside- :members. 
-rAlso .a,-plurality-of- spring clips; 'Figi syaref-pro 

~45 vided to secure the rubber sheetr33~<tothe-topedge 
e. portions:- of' the conformable" side : members.- @Each 
aspiringrclipbo1nprises= a loop >34».- of . spring metal 
. having two ijaw portions '35 .andrsaadapted to ?t 
loves and ‘clamp the rubbersheet-SSi-tothe top edge 

Also‘ea'ch‘ spring‘ clip 
:has a?at top portion 31* and a trigger portion 31' 
'~ which may beconveniently- grasped-so ast<to~ exert 
'a a- squeezing (force-on the‘ clip and spread the jaws 
35 1 and-'38 apart?to facilitate application or re 

.55 moval. 
» A :Strapsi??; Fig: 9; 0t rthin ‘?exible ‘material; are 

vpro'vided rfor.v securing *two- parts‘ of a completed 
acastu together. :IEa'ch “strap 1 '41!‘ :is :provided ' near 
" bothv “ends Iwitn openings~ 4i " throughv which‘ clips 

v60‘ "42.‘ Fig. ’10;may be passed to ‘secure two overlapped 
l-end'por'tions'of a'strap together.’ Preferably'these 
"straps 40" are‘ made ‘ of transparent ' material ' so 

that‘ithey“ will“ not tend’ to obstruct’the" taking 
' vof xerayv pictures. 

Figs.“ ‘15. and Y16 showa' foot'plate that may be 
used to assist. in. providing a. cast on the foot 

. of.a ‘patient. - This. footplatecomprisesan.up 

right portion ‘43, a base. portion. “and-tabs or 
‘L70, plates .45 of.‘conformable-.material such .as- .lead 

iable. side support shown‘. in. Figs. 5,6,’ 7-.ancl. 11 “secured Ito.‘ the .upright portion? 43.- and! overhang 
~.ingttheedges-thereon. .lTheatabs 45 can Lbeebent 
»_~ around the sides .of “the-foot to» support :plastic 
ecast'forming material that ise-applied/torthe foot. 
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that‘ they‘ will not interfere with each other when 
bent around the sides of the foot. ' 
In ‘applying a cast in accordance with‘ this 

invention a rubber sheet 33 is laid on a table 
46 or like support. Any desired number of metal 
straps 40 are laid across the rubber sheet 33. A 
piece of cast forming material such as the piece 
shown in Figs. 1 and 2 is placed on the rubber 
sheet 33 and is suitably moistened or otherwise 
treated to render it plastic and capable of' 
hardening or setting and to condition it so that 
it will readily conform to the shape of a part of 
the human body such as the back portion of a 
leg. The part of a patient to which the cast 
is to be applied, such as the leg, is positioned on 
the cast forming material. This may be done by 
moving the log onto the cast‘ forming material 
or by moving the cast forming material under 
the leg. The sides of the rubber sheet '33 are 
then lifted up and two of the conformable side 
members 3l-32 are positioned alongside and 
pressed against the rubber sheet and the base 
?anges of the brackets 32 are pushed under the 
rubber sheet and under the cast forming ma 
terial and body part supported thereon. 

' The rubber sheet is drawn tightly over the 
top edges of the conformable members and is se 
cured at frequent intervals, by clips of the form 
shown in Fig. 8, to the conformable side mem 
bers 3I—32. This rubber sheet 33, being elastic, 
yieldingly supports the moist cast forming ma 
terial in such a manner that the cast forming 
material is caused to conform accurately to the 
shape of the part of the body to which'the cast 
is being applied. The body part is thus sup 
ported in the plastic cast forming material with 
the cast forming material preferably extending 
approximately half way around the body part 
so that when the cast forming material hardens 
it will provide half of a cast for the body part. 
If a cast is being applied to a leg and the piece 
of cast forming material shown in Figs. 1 and 2 
is being used, then the rubber sheet 33 will ex 
tend under the foot piece 22 of the cast form 
ing material and when this rubber sheet is drawn 
up the foot piece 22 of the cast forming material 
will ?rst be raised and pressed against the sole 
of the foot, after which the footplate, Figs. 15 
and 16, will be applied by slipping the ?ange 44 
under the heel, pressing the upright portion 43 
against the sole of the foot and bending the con 
formable tabs 45 around the sides of the foot so 
that the foot portion 22 of the cast forming ma 
terial is supported over the bottom half of the 
foot. , 

When the cast forming material is drawn 
around .the sides of the leg and foot and before 
this material has started to harden or set, the 
edges of said cast forming material are shaped 
in any desired manner to provide for satisfactory 
edge to edge contact with the upper half of the 
cast. For instance, these edges may be ?attened, 
as shown in Figs. 11 and 12, to provide a simple 
butt joint or they may be beveled, as shown in 
Fig. 13, to provide a bevel joint that will resist 
relative sidewise displacement of the lower and 
upper parts of the cast. 
Afterward, the edge portions of the lower half 

of the cast are covered with strip material such 
as “Cellophane” and this covering material will 
prevent the adjoining edges of the upper half 
of the cast from adhering to the edges of the 
lower half of said cast. The upper half of the 
cast is preferably formed manually by applying 
cast forming material to the upper half of the 
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leg i-or other body part and properly molding and 
shaping the same. After the upper half of the 
cast has been properly applied then the strapsv 
40 are drawn upwardly and around both halves 
of the cast, their ends are overlapped and the 
clips 42 are used to fasten these overlapping ends 
together. In applying these straps ‘40 the clips 
42 are preferably inserted in the underlying strap 
end with their relatively ?at heads downwardly 
and their two prongs extending upwardly. The 
other‘ strap end is then drawn snugly over the 
upper cast forming material and over the said 
underlying end and one of the openings 4| there 
of is ?tted over the prongs of a clip 42 and the 
prongs bent outwardly. When the straps are 
thus applied while the upper half of the cast is 
soft the soft cast forming material will tend to 
enter or bulge into'the openings 4!. When this 
cast forming material sets it will help to anchor 
the straps 40 more securely to the cast and thus 
tend to relieve the clips 42 of sheering strain. 
The heads of the clips 42, being thin and flat, 
will not have any appreciable tendency to form 
pressure spots in the cast. 
If it is desired to permanently secure the ends 

or edges of two cast members together then pref 
erably a wire connector member 48, Fig. 4, is em 
bedded half in one cast member and half in the 
other cast member. Thus a wire connector 
member 43 may be partially embedded in one 
cast member and this cast member allowed to 
cure and set and later another cast member may 
be molded so as to embed therein the protruding 
part of the connector member 48 of the ?rst 
cast member, thus permanently connecting the 
two cast members together. 

If it is desired to mold an internal depression 
in any part of a cast this may be done by placing 
a pad M, Fig. 14, of soft material, such as cotton, 
on the part of the body to which the cast is to 
be applied before said cast is molded. As this 
cast is made in two or more separable pieces it is 
possible to cast an internal depression in a cast 
over'the‘location of an incision or injury to avoid 
painfijlllpressure onithe injured spot. 

' For purpose of illustration I have shown and 
described a cast that is made in two parts and I 
have referred to these parts as a lower half and 
an upper half. It will be understood however 
that this cast may be made in more than two 
pieces. Also it will be understood that said cast 
may be applied to a portion of the human body 
such as ‘a leg or an arm or a trunk or torso so 
that the two parts of the cast are two side halves 
rather than an upper and lower half. Also it 
will be understood that pieces of cast forming 
material of all desired shapes and sizes to fit all 
parts of the human body may be provided or may‘ 
be formed or prepared as needed, or that the cast 
forming material may be mixed as a plaster and 
thus used. ~ ' ' 

~ For instance in applying a cast to the leg of a 
patient the patient can be positioned on his back, 
on his face, on either side or in any intermediate 
position and the two parts of the cast can be 
applied to the bottom and top of the leg in what 
ever position the leg is placed. Thus the two 
parts of the cast can ?t together at any desired 
location around the leg. A cast can be applied 
in a similar manner to an arm or to the body. 
In removing a part of the cast from an injured 

portion of the body it is preferable to let the in 
jured portion of the body lie in the lower half of 
the cast and remove the upper half of the cast.‘ 
This can be done by unclinching the clinched 
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ends of.the:clips:=42:,joending the releasedeendeporr 
tions-.;oi.,the straps :40 outwardly and _lifting;.o?f 
theatop segment of the. cast.: Thus the cast can 
beopened-up for inspection and treatment of the 
injured part without danger of damage, to the 
body part in-the cast. In this manner it is. pos-, 
sible to- open up the cast ?rst on one sideeand 
thenon the other without, depriving the injured 
portion of the body. of the support of the cast. 
The separable parts of the cast can always be re 
placedin their ‘correctrelative positionsgonthe 
injured member. and. thestraps 40. again made 
fast-‘by the insertionand clinching of clip meme: 
bers 42. 
Thiscast can be made from plaster; of Parisor 

fromrany other suitable material that can ‘be 
made plastic and that will quicklyharden or set. 
It can be made in two or more seotionsasidesired 
and the cast can be of any. length and size, This 
cast can be molded so that the parts of thecast 
are .separable ‘in any desired “plane around the 
injured part to which the cast is'applied. It can 
be applied directly over the skin of a patient and 
then removed and linedlor internally padded if 
desired. It is less di?'icult and cleaner to ‘apply 
than an ordinary cast and is not so liable to be 
?tted too tight for comfort. It is free from:the 
grit and plaster dust that results from the cutting 
oifsof an ordinary plaster of Paris cast. 

Obviously changes in this castand the method 
or and means for applying the same may be made 
within the scope of the following claims. 

I claim: 
“L'In cast forming means, a cast supporting 

member comprising a relatively long. narrow plate 
of inelastic pliable conformable material capable 
oiibeing. bent into di?erent shapes and of retain 
ing a ‘shape: into which it‘ is bent, and a plurality 
ofanglerbrackets secured to said plate at closely 
spaced-‘intervals adaptedto rest on a horizontal 
support and support said plate in a substantially 
vertical plane. 
*2. In castzforming means,:two cast supporting 

plates :or“ ‘conformable material ‘adapted to be 
placed along opposite sides .of a portion of a 
huma-n'body-to which a cast is to be applied, said 
plates being conformable to the shape of the por 
tion of the bodyto-which they are applied and 
being vcapable ofretaining the shape into which 
they are’formed; meansasupporting said plates in 
upright positions; an elastic sheet extending over 
said plates-providing'an elastic support between 
the top :eolges orsaid plates for the reception of 
cast “forming material; and readily detachable‘ 
clips'securing said/elastic sheet to the top edge 
portions of Saidplatesleaving said elastic sheet 
unsupported between said top edges of said 
plates. 

3.,In cast’ forming means, two cast supporting 
plates -.of conformable material adapted .to be 
placed along opposite sides of a portion of a 
humanbody to which a cast is to be applied, said 
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plates being conformable to the shape ofthe pore: 
tion. of the body to which they are applied and: 
being capable ofretaining the shape into which 
they are formed; means supporting the plates-‘in 
upright positions; an elastic sheet extending over 
said plates providing an elastic support between. 
the top-edges of said plates adapted to'receive 
cast: forming material; readily detachable clips 
securing said elastic sheets to the top. edge.por.-. 
tions -. of said plates; and depression forming 
membersrextending. crosswise of said elastic-sheet 
arranged to form * transverse strap _ receiving; 
grooves in plastic material supported _.0n.-=Said 
elastic sheet. 

4.» In cast. forming means, two cast supporting 
plates of conformable material adapted .to .be 
placed along opposite sides of a portion :of a 
human body to which a cast is to be applied, said 
plates being conformable to the shape of the pore. 
tion of the body to which they are applied and 
being capable of retaining the shape into which 
they are formed; angle brackets secured to said 
plates for supporting the plates in upright posiv 
tion, said ‘angle brackets being slightly spaced 

. apart to facilitate bending of said plates between 
said angle brackets; an elastic sheet extending 
over said plates providing between said plates an 
elastic support for east forming material; and. 
detachable clips securing said elastic sheet to the 
top edge portions of said plates. 

5. In cast‘forming means, a plate; base; means 
secured to one end portion of said Plate and ex-' 
tending substantially at right angles ‘thereto 
adapted to hold said plate in an- upright position; 
and tabs of non-resilient bendablevmaterial se 
cured to the marginal edge portions ofsaidplate, 
said tabs being inelastic andpliableandbeing 
capable of being bent to conform to the shaped 
anbbject of irregular outline and of retaining 
the position into which they are bent. 
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